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Dakota v. Wayfair
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/585/17-494/case.pdf), and, in doing so,
overturned the long-established concept that some sort of physical presence was
required in order to impose a sales tax collection obligation.
In the 5-4 Wayfair decision, the court disregarded the concept of stare decisis and held
that the physical presence requirement established in National Bellas Hess

(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/386/753/), and a rmed in Quill
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/504/298/), was no longer to be the
prevailing factor in applying sales tax. The court’s majority determined that commerce
has changed to such a degree that a physical presence mandate does not make sense
in a world moving further away from brick and mortar retail and closer to one of ecommerce.
A lot has happened since that decision in June 2018. Currently, over 35 states have
some type of economic nexus standard applicable to sales tax collection. Whether that
standard is based on dollar value, number of transactions or some combination of
both, directed at the state in question, clearly, physical presence is no longer a
requirement to compel collection of sales tax.

Wayfair’s Impact Felt on Many Levels
As a company with a large online presence, Wayfair has a huge impact on sellers of
merchandise utilizing e-commerce channels. For executives of a law rm, large or small,
this decision will also impact the way the law rm reports revenue for several di erent
reasons.
Nexus and income apportionment issues, as related to law rms and legal services, are
already excessively complicated. States have been aggressively applying economic
nexus concepts to law rm’s long before the Wayfair decision. The physical presence
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requirement addressed and eliminated by Wayfair only applies to sales tax collection
obligations and most would agree that physical presence was never required for a state
to impose an income tax.
Law rms and other professional service providers have been held “hostage” by some
states to a customer-based sourcing of revenue construct. In its simplest form,
customer-based sourcing looks to where the customer or client receives the bene t of
the legal or other services. There is no connection to where the law rm is located or
where the work is actually performed.

Frequent Audits
Many professional services rms have been audited on this very issue. Typically, a law
rm with an o ce in state A receives a notice from state B (usually inquiring about the
last 10 years of tax returns) stating that it has information from the IRS (generated from
the form 1099) indicating that the law rm received millions in revenue from a client
based in its state. The notice will request the last 10 years of un led tax returns (there
is no applicable statute of limitations if a return has not been led), as well as, tax,
interest and penalties.
Fortunately, state B’s information is commonly wrong, since the assumption is often
made that just because the 1099 has an address from an issuer in state B, then the
client who issued the 1099 is a global conglomerate with o ces in hundreds of
locations. Unfortunately, though, many professional services rms are not prepared
with 10 years’ worth of records to show where the “bene t” of the services performed
was in fact received.

Double Tax Burden
Law rms may believe that they are prepared and have all the records; or, they may be
under the assumption that the tax due in state B (usually the state’s personal income
tax, either led on a group return or individually by the rm partners) will be o set by
credits in their home state A. However, this may or may not be true. A rm’s home state
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may not have a personal income tax (unlikely) or the home state may have completely
di erent sourcing rules based on cost of performance. In other words, where did the
law rm do the work? Unfortunately, the inconsistent sourcing rules can result in a
double tax burden with little or no o setting credits.

State and Local Authorities Getting Aggressive
What does this have to do with Wayfair? Not much, as this has been a problem for
professional services rms for quite some time now; except, now state and local
jurisdictions are feeling emboldened by the Wayfair decision, and the fear has become
that states will continue to apply increasingly aggressive nexus standards. For example,
the Philadelphia Department of Revenue updated a regulation in January 2019,
applying a Wayfair-type nexus standard to the Business Income and Receipts Tax. The
amendment states that a taxpayer with no physical presence in Philadelphia, but with
$100,000 or more of gross receipts attributable to the city, will be subject to the tax.
More jurisdictions are expected to follow suit.

Paying Sales and Use Tax—Only Once Please!
Wayfair is also going to have an impact on a rm’s use tax accrual. Currently, when an
out-of-state vendor of taxable goods or services neglects to charge sales tax, the rm
receiving the goods or services is responsible for remitting the tax on its own behalf.
Confusion, and the volume of changing statutes resulting from states jumping on the

Wayfair bandwagon, is likely to cause vendor errors in both directions. Extra care must
be taken to ensure the sales and use tax is paid when applicable, and is paid only once.

Keep Your Clients Informed
The other critical facet law rms need to be aware of post-Wayfair is how to advise
clients. A wait-and-see approach regarding which states one should register in to collect
sales tax no longer makes sense. Discussions must be held multiple times during the
year, in order to determine if sales targets creating nexus have been hit in a particular
jurisdiction.
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The impact of the Wayfair decision is still rippling through law rms. The only way to
face it is head on.
Wayne K. Berkowitz, tax partner and head of the state and local tax group at Berdon

LLP, advises on the unique requirements of governments and municipalities across the
nation. He can be reached at 212-331-7465 or wberkowitz@berdonllp.com.
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